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SECTION 1: Introduction and Scope 45 

Remote hearing aid fitting can offer convenient and flexible access to amplification for carefully 46 

chosen populations when access to face to face clinical care is contraindicated and should be 47 

considered better practice than no care or significantly delayed care. It is essential that any deviation 48 

from best practice is based on the specific needs of the individual, balancing any risks of attending 49 

for a face to face appointment with the risks of a deviation from best practice. To do this a 50 

discussion between service user and the clinician is essential to ensure that individual informed 51 

choice is at the centre of any decision by the patient to proceed with remote hearing aid fitting as 52 

opposed to waiting for face to face fitting within the clinic.  It should be recognised that remote 53 

hearing aid fitting involves clinically challenging skills and approaches that may fall outside of the 54 

routine practice of Audiologists who may require additional support and training in some areas. 55 

This guidance has been developed to be used in conjunction with other guidance including ‘A Guide 56 

to Remote Working in Audiology Services During Covid-19 and Beyond’, May 2020, produced by 57 

Manchester Centre for Audiology and Deafness (ManCAD) and BAA Service Quality Committee and 58 

the British Society of Audiology guidance on probe microphone measures (BSA, 2018).  Readers are 59 

advised to read both of these documents before proceeding to read this document, particularly the 60 

section on RECDs in the BSA guidance.  61 

Whilst it is acknowledged that in-situ Real Ear Measurements or measured RECDs are the most 62 

accurate approach to verifying hearing aids in adults and are therefore the gold-standard (BSA, 63 

2018), this document aims to provide practical guidance on the remote fitting of hearing aids where 64 

face to face consultations are not possible or not desirable.  65 

It is important to remember that the effective use of hearing aids is achieved by providing 66 

rehabilitation support to the patients and their significant other(s) through patient centred care.  A 67 

common criticism of clinical guidance is that it can become too prescriptive and lacks focus on 68 

patients’ preferences (Greenhalgh et al. 2014). Although the guidance has a practical focus on probe 69 

microphone measurements it must be acknowledged this is only a starting point for hearing device 70 

fittings and should always include collaboration with the patient and not preclude further 71 

adjustment based on patient feedback and clinical judgement.  Indeed, evidence of real-world 72 

outcomes with different verification approaches is unclear.  New research by ManCAD has shown 73 

that there is limited evidence of a clinically significant benefit of verification but also identifies a gap 74 

in knowledge (Almufarrij et al, In press).  For further information on various aspects of hearing 75 

healthcare, readers are referred to the BSA guidance on Common Principles of Rehabilitation for 76 

Adults in Audiology Services (2016). 77 

Inclusion of ‘how to’ guidance within this document is not an endorsement of these practices 78 

forming a routine part of service delivery models but instead is a recognition of the need for 79 

alternative approaches during extreme situations such as a pandemic and to meet the needs of 80 

certain populations with specific needs i.e. accessible amplification without clinic visits e.g. end of 81 

life care.  82 

This document makes the assumption that a full assessment of need and development of an 83 

individual management plan has been completed prior to any decision to proceed with remote 84 

hearing aid fitting. Consideration of hearing aid programmes and features will remain part of 85 

clinician/patient discussions, as with any hearing aid fitting. This guidance will focus on the 86 

practicalities of setting and verifying the frequency response of the hearing aid entirely remotely. In 87 

practice, services may wish to combine elements of remote care and face to face consultations in a 88 

manner which best suits each individual patient’s needs.    89 
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SECTION 2: Varying Clinical Scenarios 120 

 121 

Whilst this document does not aim to identify which specific patients will be appropriate for remote 122 

fitting (for guidance on this see ManCAD/BAA 2020), it does recognise that there will be a number of 123 

different clinical scenarios where remote hearing aid fitting is a relevant and necessary option and 124 

where techniques may need to vary.  Factors affecting procedures and guidance include:  125 

a. Availability of audiometric information, including transducer used    126 

b. Availability of previous Real Ear Measurements   127 

c. Type of device being fitted   128 

d. Type of ear piece, venting and tubing   129 

e. Any relevant/local clinical restrictions (i.e local pandemic policy)  130 

During times of unprecedented change and uncertainty, such as with the current covid-19 pandemic, 131 

it is understood that there will be different ways of managing adult hearing loss and hearing aids. 132 

Even local pathways will be subject to change as different external factors (i.e. changes in local 133 

restrictions, alert levels, Hospital/corporate policy, public health guidance, evidence base etc.) 134 

influence what clinical possibilities are available for an audiologist/service (i.e. infection 135 

control/room availability/ footfall policy).  136 

Should a remote hearing aid fitting pathway be thought as beneficial during a particular time or for a 137 

particular individual, this document hopes to support individuals/services with the options available 138 

and raise awareness of how differing methods and practice relate to accuracy.  139 

See Appendix B for a summary of all the fitting options discussed in this document.  140 

 141 

2.1. Audiometric information available 142 

With access to prior audiometric information, a number of methods can be used to set up hearing 143 

aids remotely without the patient being present. As we will discuss, different methods will have 144 

different advantages, disadvantages and levels of accuracy: 145 

• ‘Click and fit’ using manufacturer default settings  146 

• Importing previously verified hearing aid settings if appropriate (2.4.1) 147 

• Coupler verification using a previously measured REUR (2.4.3) 148 

• Coupler verification using average RECD  149 

• Coupler verification using measured RECD   150 

For remote hearing aid fitting and verification, the advantage of using RECD over REAR is that the 151 

RECD measure can be made at the assessment, so the subsequent fitting can be done entirely 152 

remotely.  153 

This can be beneficial when there is local or patient specific advantage in reducing the need for a 154 

separate face-to-face hearing aid fitting or lengthier assess and fit. That said, it is understood that 155 

REAR provides the more accurate and well-practiced verification method in most instances, and 156 

therefore such remotely adapted pathways should be under review, with a move back to traditional 157 

pathways (unless otherwise indicated for a patient) as soon as appropriate and safe to do so.  158 

We will discuss how remote fitting method will be influenced by factors including the hearing 159 

assessment, transducer, hearing aid type and availability of equipment. Where audiometric 160 
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information is available, clinical consideration will need to be given to any reported changes since 161 

assessment before proceeding with the fitting of aids.  162 

Likewise, if a REUR or RECD has been measured at a previous fitting, particularly if this was more 163 

historic, significant changes in ear canal acoustics (e.g., post-surgery) would necessitate a further 164 

REUR or RECD measurement.   165 

 166 

2.1.1 ‘Click and fit ‘using manufacturer default settings  167 

Most hearing aid fitting software provides the option to set hearing aids using a ‘click and fit’ 168 

method which will take into account audiogram and other variables (e.g.  age, average RECDs, 169 

predictions for the acoustical effects of tube length and earpiece type). There is high likelihood of 170 

variability in this approach between manufacturers as each manufacturer incorporates their own set 171 

of averages/norms. Evidence suggests click and fit leads to under-aiding compared to prescribed 172 

gain, especially for soft, high-frequency input sounds (Munro et a., 2016). Although evidence with 173 

recent hearing aid technology is lacking.   174 

 175 

2.1.2 Coupler verification using average RECD 176 

When verifying a hearing aid in a coupler, an RECD is always incorporated into the prescribed gain 177 

(Dillon, 2012a). This can either be a predicted RECD (based on age, coupler type, tube type and 178 

occlusion of fitting), or a personalized measured RECD. There is no recent evidence to suggest that 179 

coupler verification (using an average RECD) leads to better outcomes compared to ‘click and fit’ 180 

(which is also based on averages). A coupler fitting may offer a more ‘standardized’ approach 181 

between different hearing aids, and allow for the clinician to visualize audibility of speech in relation 182 

to the target and dynamic range. However, the manufacturer software may use averages which are 183 

more appropriate to the acoustic properties of the specific hearing aid/thin tube/dome. In summary, 184 

services need to make a decision locally on which approach they want to take. 185 

 186 

2.1.3 Coupler verification using previously measured RECD 187 

A measured RECD captures an individual ear’s acoustic characteristics to enable a more personalized 188 

hearing aid fitting and therefore we can more accurately predict the sound pressure level the 189 

hearing aid will produce in the ear (Moodie, Seewald and Sinclair, 1994). The more unusual the 190 

patient’s ear size and shape, the more important a personalized, measured RECD becomes (Dillon, 191 

2012a).  192 
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 193 

2.1.4 A measured RECD has two functions  194 

1. An RECD will capture the acoustic characteristics of an individual ear in relation to the 195 

coupler so that we can more accurately predict the sound pressure level the hearing aid 196 

will produce in the ear and therefore enable a more personalized coupler-based fitting 197 

(Moodie, Seewald and Sinclair, 1994). The more unusual the patient’s ear size and shape, 198 

the more important a personalized, measured RECD becomes (Dillon, 2012a).  199 

2. A potentially lesser-known function of an RECD is its part in accurately transforming 200 

Hearing Threshold Levels (HTLs) recorded in dB HL, into dB SPL at the eardrum.   When 201 

HTLs are recorded with an insert transducer (foam tip and/or occluded mould) and an 202 

RECD is performed using the same RECD coupling (foam tip/occluded mould) and the 203 

appropriate coupler (Scollie, 2016), the dB HL recorded can accurately be transformed into 204 

dB SPL. If in-situ audiometry has been used to measure thresholds, this transfer function is 205 

not needed as thresholds are measured directly in dB SPL.   206 

 207 

When headphones have been used to record HTLs; typically an average real-ear-to-6cc transform 208 

(unless an individual’s real-ear-to-dial difference is physically measured) will occur behind the scenes 209 

in the software to transform dB HL to dB SPL at the eardrum and plot the dB SPL tone audiogram. 210 

See Baggato et al (2005) for more information around the subject of dB HL to dB SPL transforms for 211 

tone audiograms and RECDs in general. This average approach to threshold conversion leads to 212 

minor errors for adults with standard shape and size ear canals, but these errors become larger as 213 

ear canal acoustics deviate away from standard.  214 

It’s useful to remember, that even for REAR’s, an accurately measured RECD and insert HTL would be 215 

required to enable the benefit of a person specific dB SPL transform audiogram and a personalized 216 

dB SPL transform prescription. The use of this transform for adult hearing aid fittings maybe an area 217 

worth further deliberation in the future.  218 

In summary, an RECD is used for two purposes: 1. To transform coupler acoustic measures to Real 219 

Ear measures, and 2. to convert hearing thresholds levels from dB HL to dB SPL. Conversion 220 

of hearing thresholds from dB HL to dB SPL by an RECD is only accurate when insert earphones are 221 

used for the PTA; headphones are calibrated using a 6cc calibration cavity compared to the 2cc 222 

coupler cavity used for inserts and a test box.   223 

See Figure 1 for a summary of how the RECD is incorporated into a hearing aid fitting.   224 
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Figure 1: Summary of how an RECD is incorporated into the hearing aid fitting process.  225 

 226 

  227 
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2.2 Audiometric information not available 228 

Audiometric information is key to accurate hearing aid fitting. Remote hearing assessment is still a 229 

developing area and although there are a number of potential methods for remote assessment 230 

reported in the literature, well summarized by Saunders (2020), remote assessment is considered to 231 

be outside the scope of this document.   232 

Please note that these methods are not considered to be an equivalent substitution for puretone 233 

audiometry within the clinic and should not be used for diagnostic purposes. However, they may 234 

provide some information that will guide hearing aid fitting in the absence of other information and 235 

when there is judged to be a clinical need.   236 

It is also important to note that any remote assessment will not include otoscopy and/or other 237 

examination/assessment that may be required. It is therefore suggested that any remote 238 

assessment if necessitated is followed up with a face-to-face assessment at the earliest opportunity 239 

once it is possible to do so. 240 

 241 

2.3 Effect of vents  242 

Vented or open hearing aid fittings have three sound transmission paths (Dillon, 2012, Chapter 5); 243 
the vent-transmitted region, the amplified region and the mixed region (combined path). The only 244 
way to accurately measure the acoustic effects of these paths in a large vent or open fitting is with 245 
in-situ REMs i.e., a REAR. However, when fitting in a coupler, the software will attempt to predict 246 
the sound path in and out of the vent/dome, but these effects may differ when the aid is worn in 247 
the ear, especially if ear canal characteristics are unusual. For example, a measured RECD 248 
performed on a large vented earmould/open fitting would take into account the sound escaping 249 
via the vent/open dome but not the sound entering, resulting in a very negative low frequency 250 
RECD and hence more low frequency gain prescribed (Dillon, 2012). If vent size equals or exceeds 251 
3mm, treat as an open fitting (see section 3.1). If vent size is less than 3mm, treat as a closed 252 
fitting (see section 3.2) but block the vent prior to measuring RECD - block from the ear side so as 253 
not to introduce resonances in the vent. 254 

 255 

 256 

 257 

 258 

2.4 Availability of previous Real Ear Measurement 259 

 260 

2.4.1 Importing previously used settings.  261 

When a previous REM has been performed the fine-tuning adjustments can often be used 262 

(imported) to set the new hearing aids. If the new hearing aids are by the same manufacturer, the 263 

settings can often be imported into the new fitting and will account for the previous verification 264 

(personalisation)undertaken.  265 

Please note, if the earpiece has changed significantly (e.g. open to closed), the imported fitting will 266 

be inaccurate. Likewise, if the hearing thresholds have changed significantly, the fitting will be 267 

inaccurate. Where an ‘import’ is not available, coupler responses with the old/existing hearing aids, 268 

measured with a variety of input signals (55, 65, 80 dB), can be used as a start point for an update 269 

fitting.   270 
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2.4.2 What if previous hearing aid fitting using REMs/RECD was only done in one ear? 271 

Use of REM/RECD for the contralateral ear can be considered if available. Specific consideration will 272 

need to be given to appropriateness of use based on known or reported outer or middle ear 273 

abnormalities or surgery. The effect of different earpieces will also need to be considered. 274 

If considered clinically appropriate the contralateral RECD can be applied and the hearing aid 275 

programmed as outlined in section 3.2. 276 

 277 

2.4.3 Incorporating a previous REUR  278 

In addition, previously measured REUR/G can be incorporated into coupler-based measures. In this 279 

instance the REUR/G essentially mimics the on-ear component of an RECD. Manufacturers would be 280 

able to give guidance on how to implement a protocol using a REUR. When considering coupler 281 

fittings, this method may have advantages if an appropriate on-ear RECD was not measured. The 282 

authors were unable to find evidence with regard to its relationship to the gold standard RECD.  283 

 284 

2.5 Type of hearing aid being fitted 285 

 286 

 2.5.1 Hearing aid with remote adjustment  287 

There are a number of devices currently available that enable user/clinician led remote adjustments 288 

following hearing aid fitting. These devices would seem to be the most appropriate choice for 289 

remote fitting, particularly where the follow up is likely to be delivered remotely. 290 

2.5.2 Device without remote adjustment  291 

Extra consideration will need to be given when using devices without remote 292 

adjustment capability. Activating the volume control and/or fitting multiple programmes should be 293 

considered to enable the patients to choose preferred settings and configurations. Where remote 294 

fittings are undertaken using  devices without remote adjustment options, it will be even more 295 

important to follow up the fitting through other methods (i.e. phone/video) an/or offer face-to-296 

face review if required, as the hearing aid user will have less flexibility to adjust settings and obtain 297 

support remotely.  298 

2.6 Type of earpiece, venting and tubing  299 

Earpiece type effects choice of verification and accuracy of approach – see section 2.3. Please see 300 

section 3 for detailed advice on setting up aids remotely for different earpiece types.  301 

 302 

SECTION 3: Fitting protocols  303 

 304 

3.1 Open/large vented fitting: Thin tube/wire and open dome/vented (3mm or more) or open 305 

earmoulds  306 

 307 

3.1.1 This protocol is applicable to:  308 

New Direct Referral (DR) adult patients where a recent audiogram is available and where the patient 309 

cannot attend for face-to-face fitting of thin tube/wire with open dome or vented/open earmould 310 

devices i.e., a fitting where the natural ear canal resonances are retained. 311 
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Reassessment adult patients where a recent audiogram is available, who have and will continue to 312 
have thin tube/wire with open dome/vented/open earmould devices, but the patient cannot 313 
attend for their update fitting. Please note, for existing users, if there has been minimal change in 314 
their hearing and the patient has been happy with their previous settings (i.e. assessed by COSI) a 315 
previous REM could be used to predict fine-tuning requirements in the new fitting (check your 316 
hearing aid software for the option of ‘importing’ settings). A volume control option would be 317 
important in this instance along with validation of the settings to ensure audibility and comfort.  318 
 319 

3.1.2 Coupler fitting approach  320 

If the patient is unable to attend for a face to face fitting appointment, but a recent audiogram is 321 

available, the setup of their device/s must be done remotely.  322 

The use of RECDs is clearly recommended for devices that occlude the ear where the acoustic 323 

pathways of amplified and unamplified sounds entering and leaving the ear are predictable.  Where 324 

large vents (≥3mm, Dillon, 2012) or open dome thin tube/wire fittings are used these pathways are 325 

less straightforward in a coupler and therefore the only way to accurately measure the acoustic 326 

effects of these paths is with in-situ REMs i.e. a REAR (Dillon, 2012).   In short, the more ‘open’ the 327 

fitting, the more inaccurate coupler verification will be (whether a measured or predicted RECD is 328 

used). It is therefore recommended that coupler fitting is not carried out for open dome thin 329 

tube/wire devices or when the vent is 3mm or greater.   330 

 331 

3.1.3 Click fit/ Click and fit/ First fit/ pre-fit approach  332 

Click fit/ Click and fit/ first fit/pre-fit,  fitting approaches all refer to the situation where the hearing 333 

aid is programmed using the hearing aid manufacturer software estimates of the gain required for a 334 

fitting based on an audiogram (AC only or AC and BC), age-appropriate, average RECDs, bilateral or 335 

unilateral amplification and predictions for the acoustical effects of coupling type, tube length, 336 

venting and earpiece type.  For some prescription rules such as NAL-NL2 additional information 337 

about the patient such as gender, experience with amplification and language type (tonal or non-338 

tonal) are also considered. These parameters must be entered correctly in order to optimize the 339 

default settings.   340 

 341 

There are no individualized measurements with this approach apart from the audiogram. As 342 

a result, there is high likelihood of variability between manufacturers as each manufacturer 343 

incorporates their own set of averages/norms. This will vary between 344 

manufacturers and individual services will have experience of how specific devices perform during 345 

REMs e.g. gain always needs turning up, for low input levels and may therefore be 346 

able to identify ‘typical’ adjustments that occur during a REM and could be applied to click fit.  Audit 347 

would also be useful to acquire this understanding on a local level.  Fine-tuning adjustments at this 348 

stage should be made with care. Remote fine tuning based on subjective feedback on sound 349 

quality/clarity/volume from the patient will enable fine tuning adjustments to be made in real-world 350 

listening situations (i.e. at home) which may benefit the patient more than fine-tuning in the clinic.  351 

 In summary, for open fittings, services need to make a decision locally on which approach they want 352 

to take but the recommendation given here is that Click fit/ Click and fit/ first fit/pre-fit fitting 353 

approaches are used for open dome thin tube/wire devices or when the vent is 3mm or 354 

greater for new Direct Referral (DR) adult patients where a recent audiogram is available and where 355 

the patient cannot attend for face to face fitting appointment. For these patients an active volume 356 
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control is preferable, and this should be explained to the patient when they are making a choice over 357 

which device/device settings they would prefer. Similarly, App and/or remote fine tune facilities will 358 

also allow for more personalized control. It maybe that this patient group requires more detailed 359 

follow up of outcome and satisfaction over time and there may be a greater need for consideration 360 

of real ear verification when possible.  361 

 362 

3.1.4 Acoustic Feedback   363 

Marcrum et al., (2018) have shown that feedback reduction systems vary greatly 364 

across manufacturer with mean additional gain before feedback for 2000–4000Hz ranging from 5 to 365 

16 dB and mean maximum stable gain for 2000–4000Hz ranging from 25 to 35 dB across 366 

manufacturers.  In addition, they identified significant individual ear variation within 367 

manufacturer.  Services are advised to use local knowledge or carry out in service audit to 368 

identify which devices provide optimum and stable gain.  369 

   370 

 3.2 Closed fittings: Mould (vent ≤3mm) or thin tube/wire with closed dome  371 

 372 

3.2.1 RECD with closed fittings   373 

For adults with a closed fitting, an accurately measured RECD incorporated into coupler verification 374 

can be as accurate as in-situ REAR (Munro and Hatton, 2000). The accuracy of the RECD will depend 375 

on the RECD protocol used (i.e. transducer for HTL assessment, ‘match’ between ear measure and 376 

coupler measure) and other factors discussed below. It is understood by the authors that the choice 377 

of RECD and local pathway maybe influenced by:  378 

• Accessibility to equipment (i.e insert headphones/couplers)  379 

• Staff skills and opportunity for training.  380 

• Local policy including face-to-face restrictions/clinic time limits  381 

• Subject to adaption as varying local pandemic/infection control policy influences practice 382 

However, hopefully this guidance will support those developing remote fitting pathways by 383 

highlighting the options available. See Appendix B for a useful overview of the options available.  384 

3.2.2 RECD with an earmould versus RECD with an insert  385 

There are 2 types of coupler (HA1 and HA2) and 2 coupling types (i.e. insert vs mould) to consider 386 

leading to 4 subtypes of RECD (see Figure 5 in Scollie, 2016 and Appendix B). The ‘gold standard’ 387 

RECD described in ANSI S3.46-2013 uses an insert foam-tip for both hearing assessment, and the 388 

RECD on-ear and coupler measures. However, for practical reasons other RECD combinations can be 389 

used incorporating the HA1 or HA2. Details surrounding these options, their merits and the 390 

transforms behind them are well described by Scollie, 2016. 391 

However, when considering remote hearing aid fitting, the assessment appointment will often be 392 

undertaken without access to well-fitting earmoulds, particularly for new users.  As a result, any 393 

hearing thresholds recorded will have been obtained from either TD-39 headphones or preferably 394 

insert earphones, and the RECD measured undertaken using a foam-tip. Therefore, for the purpose 395 

of this document we will assume the use of an insert and HA1 coupler for coupler and ear portion of 396 

the measured RECD. Indeed, an insert tip can be used for all stages of measurement (assessment, 397 
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coupler step and ear step), thereby avoiding any mismatch.   See section 3.2.7 step by step guide for 398 

measuring an RECD using an insert tip and HA1 coupler. 399 

An ear mould simulator on a HA2 coupler, although often used for RECDs in paediatrics, has very 400 

different acoustics properties compared to an insert tip (Munro, 2005). Therefore, calculating an 401 

RECD from a coupler response measured in a HA2 coupler with an ear response measured with an 402 

insert tip (such as is likely for remote adult fittings) would be less accurate and involve predicted 403 

transforms. 404 

In summary, inserts are recommended for measuring hearing threshold data. Furthermore, to avoid 405 

mismatch error, a HA1 coupler + putty and insert tip can be used for both the coupler and ear 406 

measures, see Scollie (2016).  This will ensure the measured RECD is the difference between the 407 

acoustic characteristics of the coupler and ear, independent of the tube length, earpiece type and 408 

coupler type; as defined by current international standards (ANSI, 2016). This individualized RECD 409 

could be applied to any type of fitting: ear mould, ITE, closed dome, as long as the patient’s earpiece 410 

type and tube type/length are used during actual coupler verification i.e. hearing aid and earpiece 411 

attached with putty to a HA1 coupler (see Figure 2). 412 

 413 

3.2.3 What if HTL’s were not measured using insert headphones? 414 

 415 

Although the use of insert foam-tip transducers to assess hearing threshold levels is considered gold 416 

standard when incorporating RECDs, as it enables an accurate dB HL to dB SPL transform (as long as 417 

it's used in conjunction with a matching foam-tip RECD and HA1 coupler measure, see section 2.1.3), 418 

it is understandable that insert transducers may not always be available or practical, particularly in 419 

adult hearing care. In these cases, some degree of error will be introduced into the verification as a 420 

result of the use of predicted dB SPL transforms. These errors are likely to be small, particularly for 421 

average ears, although exact values are unknown so caution should be applied and patient feedback 422 

sought to ensure a comfortable hearing aid fitting. In-situ audiometry can be used to directly 423 

measure hearing thresholds in dB SPL. This accounts for the threshold conversion portion of the 424 

RECD’s role, but not the acoustic transform at the ear drum i.e.  an RECD is still needed to ensure the 425 

acoustic properties of the ear are mimicked in the coupler.  426 

  427 
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 428 

3.2.5 RECD measurement accuracy  429 

An accurate RECD measure is essential as errors in the RECD are transferred 430 

to every measure made during hearing aid verification (Dillon, 2012a). It is acknowledged that 431 

adult audiology services in the UK may have limited experience measuring RECDs; a risk factor 432 

which could affect measurement quality. This needs careful consideration and risk 433 

assessment. Adequate theoretical and practical training should be undertaken before RECDs are 434 

attempted on patients (see Scollie, 2016). Harvey Dillon warns, '..great care must be taken in the 435 

measurement and in the way the measurement is used. Otherwise, the measurement has the 436 

potential to create errors larger than the inter-person variations it seeks to allow for’ (Dillon, 437 

2012, pg 101).  438 

For information and training on RECDs, including coupler type and venting please see Scollie 439 
(2016).  440 
 441 

Where RECDs are unfeasible, an alternative approach could be to measure, or use a previously 442 

measured REUR, and use that within the coupler fitting to improve the coupler 443 

verification accuracy (see section 2.3.3). This approach is not commonly reported in the literature 444 

but may represent an alternative when an RECD is difficult to measure. Manufacturers of verification 445 

equipment may be best placed to recommend best protocol and evidence base when incorporating 446 

REUR in a remote fitting.   447 

3.2.6 Average RECD versus measured RECD 448 

If RECD measurement is not possible/available, a coupler fitting using an average RECD or a click and 449 

fit could be used (with an understanding that for both approaches, the SPL prescribed may differ 450 

when the aid is worn in-situ, errors are dependent on the individual's ear canal size and shape 451 

relative to the average). See 2.1.2. When using an average RECD, a HA2 coupler can be used for 452 

simplicity for moulded hearing aids and HA1 for thin tube/wires and closed domes. Ensure the 453 

chosen coupler, vent size and acoustic characteristics are entered correctly into the verification 454 

software settings. Even for average RECDs, coupler verification allows audibility of speech to be 455 

visualized in relation to the target and dynamic range for counselling purposes. 456 

Smaller/larger and unusual ear canals will have RECDs which are further from the averages used, and 457 

therefore for these ears it may be more important to use on-ear verification and/or measured 458 

RECD wherever possible (Dillon 2012). 459 

For existing users, if there has been minimal change in their hearing and the patient has been happy 460 
with their previous settings (i.e. assessed by COSI) a previous REM could be used to predict fine-461 
tuning requirements in the new fitting (check your hearing aid software for the option of ‘importing’ 462 
settings). A volume control option would be important in this instance along, with validation of the 463 
settings to ensure audibility and comfort.  464 
  465 
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Figure 2: Step by step guide of how to measure an RECD with a closed fitting  466 

  467 

Step 1: Coupler response: HA1 with putty.  468 

  469 
Step 2: Ear response: insert used.   470 

  471 
Step 3: Coupler verification (lid would be closed during testing). Attaching the hearing aid in this way 472 
means the patient’s tube length and thickness are considered in the verification process. Thin 473 
tube/wires can also be attached to the HA1 coupler (dome removed). An ITE could also be verified in 474 
the same way.  475 
 476 
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3.2.7 Considerations when using a coupler to verify a closed fitting:  477 

Hearing aid and verification equipment manufacturers will have protocols available for you to 478 

reference with specific advice on their equipment. However, the below points of consideration are 479 

hoped to compliment those documents and have a specific focus on thin tube coupler fittings:  480 

1. Using a HA1 coupler, the dome or ear mould can be attached to the HA1 coupler using 481 

acoustic putty. Take particular care to avoid acoustic leakage.  482 

2. Follow BSA guidance including taking care to align the hearing aid in the correct position 483 

within the coupler. Make sure the hearing aid doesn’t move as you shut the test box.  484 

3. This guidance is primarily designed to support remote hearing aid fittings, and it is therefore 485 

likely that any mould/dome used in verification will be new and unworn by a patient. 486 

Therefore, follow local infection control practices. However, if you are considering 487 

verification using a HA1 coupler and acoustic putty on previously used earmoulds/domes 488 

then much stricter infection control would need to be initiated including replacement of the 489 

putty for each individual.  490 

4. Guidance suggests using a small piece of acoustic putty on the tubing to help replicate the 491 

dampening effect of the tubing sitting against the hearing aid wearers head when in situ 492 

(Dillon 2012). See Figure 3 below.  493 

 494 

Figure 3: Using putty to replicate the dampening effect of the tubing sitting against a hearing 495 

aid wearers head.  496 

 497 

 498 

  499 
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 500 

5. Ensure you alter software settings to account for the coupler type; using a HA2 coupler 501 

when the software settings are HA1 will lead to additional errors. 502 

6. Ensure relevant acoustic parameters are entered into both the verification and hearing aid 503 

fitting software (transducer used, coupler used, tubing, dome etc) otherwise the accuracy of 504 

the fitting will be affected.     505 

7. Measure output against target at the different inputs following BSA, 2016. However, take 506 

care with the low frequency gain when verifying for thin tube/wire hearing aids. For low 507 

frequencies (1kHz and below) take care not to move too far from the click-fit starting 508 

point, even if the target is requesting much more low frequency gain. The clinician is 509 

advised to sense check the target against the hearing loss to spot a spurious element to 510 

the low frequency target.  511 

8. Manufacturers of both hearing aids and verification software can provide support, including 512 

training videos, on using their software. The availability of this has increased in 2020 as a 513 

greater focus on adult RECD and remote verification has been necessitated. They may be 514 

able to advise on best practice regarding low frequency gain targets in their coupler.   515 

9. Run an OSPL-90 measure in the coupler to verify the MPO output of the hearing aid to help 516 

improve comfort to loud sounds.  517 

10. The on-ear RECD component will usually be positive values when compared to the coupler 518 

values, expect a RECD of around 10 dB in the mid-frequencies. Check these common errors: 519 

a. If you measure negative high frequencies, check probe tube placement is not too 520 

shallow.  521 

b. If you measure negative low frequencies, check for leakage around the foam-522 

tip/mould. 523 

c. The RECD software usually has visual indicators to help you check your ‘on-ear’ RECD 524 

measure is a good one. Speak to your manufacturer for supporting information and 525 

images. 526 

11. Middle ear problems effect RECDs in the following ways: 527 

a. middle ear effusion will prevent sound entering the middle ear, resulting in a larger 528 

RECD. If middle effusion is persistent, you can feel confident to use the measured 529 

RECD. If the effusion is transient, an average RECD may be more appropriate (or use 530 

the contralateral RECD if no effusion is present). A volume control with a large range 531 

is always recommended in this instance.  532 

b. A perforation will act as a vent and give a low frequency dip in the RECD. This not a 533 

concern as the effect of the perforation is unlikely to fluctuate. Take care if 534 

grommets are fitted as canal characteristics (and RECDs) will vary depending on the 535 

patency of the grommet.  536 

 537 

  538 
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3.3 Considerations for adult populations    539 

  540 

Adults living with a Learning Disability, Dementia and/or Autism may find it difficult to self-report. 541 

Furthermore, use of a volume control may not be possible. Procedures should be put in 542 

place to minimize the risk of an inappropriate/uncomfortable fitting; RECDs should be a priority for 543 

this group, or if open fittings are provided, a REAR should be considered a priority. The same is true 544 

for adults with atypical size and shaped ear canals e.g. post-surgery, stenosis, atresia. In these 545 

instances, ear canal characteristics will differ significantly from the average values used on coupler 546 

fittings or click and fit software fittings. For experienced users, previous REMs/settings can 547 

help guide the new fitting.  Verification is just a start point, fine-tune based on patients’ feedback (if 548 

available) and/or responses to speech and environmental sounds (for adults who can’t self-report).    549 

 550 

Table 1: Summary of suggested verification approaches for patients with different needs.  551 

  Patient considerations 

 

Fitting type  

 

Pt unable to self-report 

and cannot use a VC.  

 

Pt has unusual ear canal 

shape/size.  

 

 

Pt is able to self-report and/or use a 

VC. Typical ear canal shape/size.  

Open dome or 

large vented EM  

  Offer F2F REAR; 

particularly for new users 

with no previous REM.   

Consider F2F REAR.  

Provide a VC.  

Consider previous 

REMs/settings.   

Use measured RECD if available or 

use average coupler or click and 

fit. Provide a VC.   

  

Closed dome or 

closed EM   

Measure RECD; 

particularly for new users 

with no previous REM.  

  

Measure RECD if 

possible; particularly for 

new users with no 

previous REM.  

Provide a VC.   

Use measured RECD if available 

or use average coupler or click and 

fit. Provide a VC.   

  552 
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SECTION 4: Conclusion  553 

Remote hearing aid fitting can offer convenient and flexible access to amplification for carefully 554 

chosen populations when access to face-to-face clinical care is contraindicated and should be 555 

considered better practice than no care or significantly delayed care. This guidance focuses on the 556 

practicalities of setting and verifying the frequency response of the hearing aid entirely remotely. In 557 

practice, services may wish to combine elements of remote care and face-to-face consultations in a 558 

manner which best suits each individual patient’s needs, the equipment available, service set-up and 559 

staff skills/training opportunities (See Appendix B).    560 

Hearing aids can be programmed within the clinic without the patient being present using a number 561 

of methods; ‘Click and fit‘ or coupler fittings using average RECD, REUR or measured RECD. Coupler 562 

fittings with measured RECD are the gold standard for verification of remote fittings with 563 

occluded earpieces. However, the benefit of coupler fittings (with measured or average RECDs) will 564 

diminish in fittings using open domes or large vented ear moulds. The only way to accurately 565 

measure the acoustic effects of a large vent or open fitting is with in-situ REMs i.e., a REAR. 566 

Therefore, when setting up open fittings remotely, ‘click and fit’ combined with careful validation is 567 

recommended. Factors affecting procedures and guidance are; audiometric information, transducer 568 

used to measure hearing, availability of previous Real Ear Measurements, type of device being fitted 569 

and type of earpiece, venting and tubing (see Appendix A). 570 

For remote hearing aid setting and verification, the advantage of using RECD over REAR is that the 571 

RECD measure can be made at the assessment, so the subsequent fitting can be done entirely 572 

remotely, mitigating the need for a face-to-face hearing aid fitting appointment. 573 

It is useful to remember that an RECD is used for two purposes: 1. To transform coupler acoustic 574 

measures to Real Ear measures, and 2. to convert hearing thresholds levels from dB HL to dB SPL. 575 

Conversion of hearing thresholds from dB HL to dB SPL by an RECD is only accurate when insert 576 

earphones are used for the PTA. 577 

Verification leads to a better match to target, but the real-world outcome of Real Ear Measures 578 

remains unclear. Validation and patient self-report are equally important factors to verification, 579 

when fitting hearing aids. Adults with typical sized/shaped ears, who can self-report and 580 

use a volume control are at low risk of being given an inappropriate hearing aid 581 

fitting, even when accurate verification is not possible. Adults living with a Learning Disability, 582 

Dementia or Autism who cannot self-report need special consideration.  583 

Whilst there is a focus on prescriptive measures in sections 2 and 3 for practical purposes it is 584 

acknowledged achieving beneficial outcomes for patients is heavily reliant on an approach to 585 

rehabilitation that goes beyond the sensory impairment, considers patients within their social 586 

context and addresses the most important needs of the individual. The principles of setting joint 587 

goals, making shared/informed decisions should be fully integrated with technological management 588 

as part of a patient-centred approach so that these elements do not form an additional, separate 589 

component to routine practice such as hearing aid assessment and fitting (Laplante-Levesque et al. 590 

2010; Grenness et al. 2014). 591 

Services are encouraged to build on the advice provided in this document to develop local 592 

procedures that suit their patient groups, equipment, staff competencies and types of hearing aids 593 

being fitted.    594 
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APPENDIX A: Summary of measures as determined by coupler and transducer 641 

 642 

Table A.1 The four approaches to RECDs.  643 

 HA-1 

 

HA-2 

ER3A insert Gold standard for occluded 

fittings. Requires putty 

 

Errors due to tubing differences. 

No putty required 

 

Foam tip (sometimes 

supplied by manufacturers) 

or patient’s ear mould* 

Gold standard for occluded fits 

as long as same tip/EM used 

for hearing test, otherwise 

threshold conversion based on 

averages. Requires putty. 

Errors due to tubing differences. 

No putty required. 

 

*It is acknowledged that this approach may not be suitable for adults because the ear mould is 644 

unlikely to have been made at the point of assessment.  645 

Table A.2 Options for verification of occluded ear moulds, starting with most accurate.  646 

Accuracy  Transducer 
 

RECD Coupler Step/verification* 
Notes 

 

1 (most) Insert Measured, insert 
 

HA-1 Gold standard for occluded 

fittings 
 

2 Headphone Measured, insert HA-1 Thresholds not converted with 

measured RECD introduces a 

small error, dependent on 

deviation of ear compared to 

average shape/size.  

3 Either Use a REUR and 

average RECD 

HA-1 More accurate than averages 

but not a gold standard. 

 4 (least) Either Average RECD HA-1 Based on averages. 

*HA-2 may introduce errors in verification due to differences between patient’s ear mould tubing 647 

length and to the ear mould simulator tubing length; the longer the patient’s tubing, the greater the 648 

error (hence paediatric fittings are less affected by this error).   649 
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APPENDIX B: Flow chart of the entire fitting pathway  650 

     

 651 


